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Abstract. Acyclic digraphs are widely used for representing hierarchical structures. Examples 
include PERT networks, ubroutine-call graphs, family trees, organization charts, Hasse diagrams, 
and ISA hierarchies in knowledge representation diagrams. We investigate he problem of rep- 
resenting acyclic digraphs in the plane in such a way that all edges llow in the same direction, 
e.g., from the left to the right or from the bottom to the top. Three plane representations are 
considered: straight dmwings, uisi6itity representations, and grid dmwings. We provide efficient 
algorithms that construct these representations with all edges flowing in the same direction. The 
time complexity isO(n) for visibility representations and grid drawings, and O( n log n) for straight 
drawings, where n is the number of vertices of the digraph. For covering digraphs of lattices, the 
complexity of constructing straight drawings is O(n). We also show that the planar digraphs that 
admit any one of these representations are exactly the subgraphs of planar st-gmphs. 
1. Introduction 
Graphs are used as modeling tools in several areas and therefore the problem of 
automatically generating plane representations of graphs has many applications. 
One of the most natural ways to draw graphs in t5e plane consists of representing 
vertices by means of points, and edges by means of straight-line segments. As 
independently shown by Fary [ 13 3, Stein [22], and Wagner [32], every planar graph 
can be drawn in this way without crossings between edges. This classic result has 
been followed by a series of investigations on planar drawings of graphs with 
straight-line segments. Tutte [30] proved tha every 3-connected planar graph admits 
a convex drawing, i.e., a planar straight-line drawing such that all the face boundaries 
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are convex polygons. He also gave a method for finding a convex drawing, where 
each vertex is placed in the barycenter of its neighbors, and the external face is any 
prescribed convex polygon [31]. A linear-time algorithm for constructing convex 
mwings ~8s presented by Chiba et al. [4,6]. This algorithm is based on a 
ation given by Thomassen [27] of the class of planar graphs that 
&awing. Further esults on planar straight-line drawings are describe 
A gd &wing of a planar graph G is a drawing of G such that the 
placed at grid points, and the edges are drawn as onal lines that bend only at 
grid points. The numb er of bends al area occupied are important 
quality easures for a grid drawi in applications such as circuit layout and 
automatic graph drawing [I, , 24s 261. This representation has been investigated 
in [35], where it is shown th ry n-vertex planar graph admits a grid drawing 
with O(n”) area and O(n*) bends. 
A vi&Zify representation fora planar graph G consists of representing the vertices 
of G by means of horizontal segments, and the edges of G by means of vertical 
segments, o that the edge-segment associated with an edge (v, w) has its endpoints 
on the vertex-segments associated with v and w, and does not intersect any other 
vertex segment [l&20,25]. This representation is very convenient for the display 
of planar graphs because of its simplicity and regularity. 
In this paper, we investigate planar drawings of acyclic digraphs. Acyclic digraphs 
are widely used to represent hierarchic structures. Examples include PERT networks, 
subroutine-call graphs, family trees, organization charts, Hasse diagrams, and ISA 
hierarchies in knowledge representation diagrams. In order to visualize the hier- 
archic structul- of these graphs, it is desirable to draw them in such a way that all 
the edges follow a common general direction, e.g., from bottom to top, or from left 
to right. We can formalize this concept by defining a monotonic drawing as a planar 
drawing of a digraph such that all edges are curves monotonically increasing in the 
vertical direction. 
Several plane representations for acyclic digraphs with the above monotonic 
property can be defined by imposing further constraints on the aforementioned 
plane representations for undirected planar graphs: When using planar straight-line 
drawings, we impose that the projection of every edge on the vertical axis is positive, 
and we call a drawing with such a property an upward drawing (see Fig. 1). Also, 
we extend the definition of grid drawings, and call monotonic grid drawing a grid 
drawing which is also a monotonic drawing (see Fig. 2). Finally, in the case of 
visibility representations, we add the constraint hat every edge-segment is directed 
from the lower to the higher endpoint, and call this representation of digraphs a 
directed visibility represen tution (see Fig. 3). 
Upward drawings have been investigated in the framework of the theory of posets 
and lattices (for the terminology see, for example, [2]). Kelly and Rival [ 151 provided 
a characterization of planar lattices, i.e., lattices whose covering digraph admits an 
upward drawing, in terms of a family of forbidden subposets. Platt [19] showed 
that a lattice is planar if an only if the undirected gra h obtained from 
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Fig. 1. Example of upward drawing. 
Fig. 2. Example of monotonic grid drawing. 
Fig. 3. Example of directed visibility representation. 
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the covering digraph by ignoring arc directions and adding an edge between its 
least and greatest elements is planar. The relationship between the dimension of 
posets and planarity has been investigated in [ 16,291. 
We provide efficient algorithms for constructing plane representations of a 
digraphs, whose time complexity is O(n log n) for upward drawings, and Q(n) for 
monotonic grid drawings and directed visibility representations. 
algorithm for constructing the upward drawing of the covering diagram 
lattice that runs in O(n) time. Notice that the algorithm for monoto 
produces a drawing with O(n2) area and O(n) bends, and is the 
practical applications. 
Finally, we derive a characterization of the class of acyclic digraphs that admit 
the aforementioned representations. Namely, for any digraph G we show that the 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) G is a subgrar ; 
(2) G admits a 
(3) G admits a 
(4) G admits an upward drawing; 
(5) G admits a directed visibility representation; 
where an stgraph is defined as an acyclic digraph with exactly one source, s, and 
one sink, t, that contains the edge (s, t). 
The IW of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains formal definitions 
of the plane representations considered, and preliminary results. In Section 3, we 
develop efficient algorithms for constructing upward drawings, directed visibility 
representations, and monotonic grid drawi . In Section 4, we present he afore- 
mentioned characterization. Section 5 contains drawing algorithms for covering 
digraphs of lattices. Finally, Section 6 addresses directions of further research and 
open problems in is area. 
Note: After the completion of this research work, we became aware that the 
equivalence of statements (l), (2), and (4) has been independently discovered by 
Kelly [17]. Our proof of this characterization is simpler and shorter than the one 
of Kelly. 
ries 
Unless otherwise specified, we assume graphs to be finite, simple, and connected. 
Let G be a planar graph. A planar straight drawing for G is a planar embedding 
of G such that every edge is represented by a straight-line segment. For simplicity 
we use the term “edge” both for the edges of G and their corresponding segments 
in the drawing. If G is directed, an upward rawing of G s a planar straight drawing 
of such that the projection of every edge on the :lertical axis is positive, i.e., if 
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(y .u) is an edge of G, then vertex o is vertically above vertex 
an upward drawing, then G is acyclic. 
A monotonic grid drawing for a planar digraph G is a planar drawin 
that every vertex is placed at a grid point, and every edge is drawn as 
line connecting rid points with increasing ordinate. A directed visibility 
for G consists of mapping each vertex v of G into an horizontal segment c(t)), and 
each edge (u, v) into a vertical segment a(~, v), so that, for each edge (v, w), the 
edge-segment a(v, w) has lower endpoint on a(v), upper endpoint 
does not intersect any other vertex-s ent u(u), t( # v,w. 
Let r be a directed visibility representation or onotonic grid drawin 
height and width of r are defined as the height and width of the smallest re 
(with sides parallel to the coordinate axes) that covers f, and will be den 
HEIGHT(~) and WIDTH(~) respectively. If r is a monotonic grid drawing, we 
denote BENDS(~) the total number of bends along its edges. For e 
monotonic grid drawing of Fig. 2 has HEIGHT(r) = 7, WIDTH ( 
BENDS(r) = 8. 
An St-graph is a digraph G = (V, E) such that 
(1) G is acyclic; 
(2) G has exactly one source, S, and exactly one sink, t; and 
(3) G contains the edge (s, t). 
A topological ranking for G is a mapping p of the vertices of G into distinct 
integers uch that, for every edge (u, v), p(u) < p(v). A topological numbering is a 
special case of topological ranking where the vertices are mapped to the integers 
11 9..-ML d an can be computed in time O( 1 VI + I E I) using standard graph search 
techniques. 
Let G be a planar St-graph embedded in the plane so that the edge (s, t) appears 
on the external face. The following lemmas are proved in [25]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let v be a vertex of G. 7he outgoing (ingoing) edges incident upon v 
appear consecutively around v (see Fig. 4(a)). 
Lemma 2.2. Let f be Q face of G. The boundary of G consists of two directed paths= 
Also, given any topological ranking for G, the origin and destination of these two paths 





call the dual of G the digraph G* defined as follows (see Fig. 5): 
vertices of G* are the faces of G, where we denote s* and t* the faces to the 
right and left of edge (s, t j respectively; 
there is an edge (f, g) in G* if face f shares an edge (v, w) # (s, f) with face 
g, and face f is on the left side of (v, w), when (v, w) is traversed fro 
W ; 





Fig. 4. (a) Example for Lemma 2.1. (b) Example for Lemma 2.2. 
Graph G 
Fig. 5. Example af the dual of an st-grap 
is an orientation of the dual of t e undirected versiovk of 
3. e dual graph of a planar st is a planar st-grop 
this on with same ometric definitions th 
trust 
. . . , v~) be a simple 
counterclockwise, and p a point inside 
p if the segment p - Vi lies entirely inside vertex vi is said to be p 
is visible from p and the interior oft ment p - Vi does not intersect 
el of P is the set of points p from all vertices of P are visible. 
Notice that the concept of visibility used here (visibility in all directions) is different 
from the one of the definition of directed v sibility representation (visibility in the 
vertical direction). 
The left haFplane of an edge (4, v~+~) of is defined as the h 
left of the straight line through (vi, z)i+*), ori ted from vi to vi.+1 . 
vertex vi of P is defined as the intersection of the left hatf-planes of t 
incident upon vi (see Fig. 6). It has been shown that the kemet of P is eguai to the 
intersection of the left half-planes of Its edges, or, equivalently, to the intersection 
of the wedges of its vertices [36]. Using this characterization of the kernel and 
continuity arguments we can prove the following lemma (see Fig. 7). 
‘i-1 ‘i+l 
Fig. 6. Wedge of vertex 0,. 
of vi is contained in 
the external face 
(e))Sat foreachedgeeEE 
of a triangular stlgnrph with the edge 
e external face of G, and 
with extemal face A and 
number n of vertices of G. The basis of 
sume that the theorem holds for 
tbk _._I be the neighbors of v, in circular order around o. Since C is 
between two nonconsecutive vertices. 
phs of G, where we denote the external 
1 and the internal one with 2 (see Fig. 8). Observe that both G, and 
St-graphs and have less than n vertices. \sse the inductive 
externaJ face A le iat. The union of FI 
for G with the required properties. 
Case 2: Otherwise. Let g be a predecessor of tr such that t 
path from Oi to any other predecessor of ZP~ Note that, 
for the vertices of G, Q can be chosen as the pred 
We contract edge (Vi, V) into vertex Vi, i.e., we remove vertex v to 
incident edges, and if k 3 4, we add k - 3 new edges between vi and the other vertices 
of x nonadjacent to Vi, where we add the ed (Vii, q) if fli is a successor of v, and 
the edge (I+, vi) if vj is a predecessor of v (S .9). The above choice of tti 
Lemma 2.1 ensure that the rest11 graph G’ is a triangular St-graph. Now, since 
G’ has n -1 vertices, we apply inductive hypothesis to construct an upward 
drawing r’ for it, with external face A and tolerance angIe $a. 
To complete the embedding, we have to ove the new edges and re-insert vertex 
v inside the polygon X of r’ correspond to the cycle x* A Ie al placement for 
vertex v must satisfy the followin 
(1) every vertex of X must be pro 
(2) the slope of every edge incident upon v must be in the interval [& - a, &+ ar]. 
Because of our const ction, we have that po X and vertex Ui verify th 
hypotheses of Lemma Therefore, there is a d centered at vi SUCK that all 
the points S defined as the inte~e~~on of 
belong to t 
(1). It remains to be sho 
(2) is verified. 
Since the edges of 6’ have slo in !k interval the an 
vertex Vi elimited by the 
intersection S’ wit 
1g4 
Fig. 9. Contraction of edge (Ui, u) in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
0,-a 
e prod of 
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of o, we have S”= S. Figure 10 shows an example of this. Therefore, placing v inside 
S’ ensures that condition (2) is verified for the edge (vi, v). Now, for j # i define 
e of G between v and Vj as the edge of C’ between vi and 9. 
e boundary of S’, given any small > 0 there exists a point p 
g v at p causes the slope of any ed incident upon v to differ 
from the slope of its mate by at most s. Therefore, since the inductive hypothesis 
ensures that the mates have slopes in the interval [ 6# - &IX, &+&], the choice 8 = $ar 
gives a position for v such that condition (2) is fulfilled for all the ed 
upon 0. Cl 
The algorithm for upward drawings is based on the proof of Theorem 3.1, and 
consists of two phases, Reprocessing and Drawing: the Preprocessin 
the data structures used by the algorithm; the Drawing phase is a recursive procedure 
that generates the actual drawing of the graph. Now, we describe the two phases 
in more detail. 
Preprocessing. Let G be a planar St-graph. First, we find a planar embedding for 
G such that the edge (s, t) is on the boundary of the external face, and we compute 
a topological ranking for the vertices of G, e.g., a topological sorting. Then, we add 
further edges in order to transform G into a triangular St-graph, as follows: For 
each face f of G, let low(f) be the vertex on the boundary off with lowest rank; 
we add directed edges from low(f) to the remaining vertices off nonadjacent to 
low(f). From Lemma 2.2, these edges do not introduce cycles. Finally, we build 
the following data structures: 
(1) A set of circular adjacency lists A(v) that give the sequences of edges incident 
upon each vertex v, in counterclockwise order around v. 
(2) A set of balanced search trees T(v), called neighbur trees, that store the edges 
incident upon each vertex v sorted according to the rank of their other endpoint 
vertex. Notice that we can perform insertions, deletions, and searches in T(v) in 
O(log n) time. 
(3) A doubly connected list L, called the candidate list, containing the internal 
vertices of G with degree at most 5. Notice that L is not empty since every maximal 
planar graph has at least four vertices of degree 5 or less (a consequence of the fact 
that there are 3n -6 edges). 
Drawing. The Drawing phase is realized with a recursive procedure that follows 
with some variations the steps of the proof of Theorem 3.1. We e ciently discrimin 
between Case 1 and Case 2 by choosing v from the candidate list L, and then 
searching for chords using the neighbor trees. Since v has degree at most 5, we need 
to perform only a constant number of such tree searches, with total time O(log n). 
In C&e 1, in order to call the procedure recursively, we have to create the candid 
lists L, and L2 for the subgrap . This is dme by visiting i 
and G2, where at each visit st 
nd a vertex that is the original candidate list L of G we move it to the appropriate 
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list L, or Lz. We terminate this parallel visit as soon as one of the two s 
is wmpletely visited. At this point, we move to the candidate list of 
subgraph the remaining vertices in L. A etailed Pascal-like 
Drawing phase is shown in Fig. 19. The s utine v=1~TEp( 
step of the visit of graph Gf as discussed above. At the end of the Drawing phase, 
we remove from the drawing of G the tria processin 
UPWARD_DRAW(~, L, d, a) 
{constructs an upward drawing of the triangular St-graph G} 
{G is by the lists A(o) and the neighbor trees T( 01) 
(L points to the list of internal vertices of G with degree at most five} 
(A is the assigned external face; Q is the tolerance angle) 
beein 
if G has three vertices 
thendrawGasA 
else begin 
SRLEcT a vertex tt from 2; 
SCAN A(V) to find the predecessor I( of t) with highest number; 
TEST if the cycle x of the neighbors of o has a chord with endpoint u by searching in the neighbor 
tree TW; 
if such a chord (u, w) exists 
taeebegin(Case 1) 
let G, and G2 be the subgraphs of G external and 
internal to the cycle A = (y v, w) respectively; 
DECOMPOSE the adjacency list structure of G into the structures for Gt and G2 (the vertices and 
edges of A are duplicated); 
SPLIT the list L into the lists L, and L2, as follows: 
repeat 
VISITSTEP(G,, L ); 
VISITSTEP(G~, L,); 
until visit of G,or G2 is completed; 
&kWE the remaining elements of L to the list Li of the graph Gi whose visit has not been 
completed; 
REMOVE, possibly, y q and w from L, ; 
t?t’WARD_DRAW(G,, L,, d, $a); 
let A be the drawing of cycle A in G, ; 
UPWARD_DRAW( Gz, L2, A, &Y); 
h&RGE the adjacency lists and candidate lists of G, and G,; 
(Case 2) 
ONTRACT edge (y v), i.e.: 
remove vertex v and its incident edges; 
add new edges incident upon u to triangulate cycle x; 
modify accordingly the neighbor trees of the vertices of x; 
modify accordingly the list L; 
UPWARD_DRAW(G, L, A, fa); 
REINTRODUCE edge (y v) and restore the data structures of G; 
PLACE in suitable position vertex v; 
(WPWARD_DRAW) 
Fig. 11. A~go~t~rn for constructing an upward drawing. 
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3.2. Let G be an St-graph, p a topological tanking for G, and (u, v) an edge 
of G such that u is a ptedecessot f v with highest p value. If 6’ is the graph obtained 
ing the edge (u, v) inio vettex tc, then the testriction of p to G’ is 
Roof. The contraction of ed e (u, v) into u removes the edges incident upon v, 
and introduces new ed incident upon u and the former ors of v. From 
the definition of U, if new edge (w, a) is ingoing into u, n PW<PW 
Conversely, if the new edge (u, w) is outgoing from U, then w is a former successor 
of v, and hence, p(v) c p( ), which implies also p(u) c p( w). Cl 
3.3. Let G be a planar St-graph with n vertices. 
an upward drawing for G in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm derives from Lemma 3.2 and the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. With regard to the time complexity, we consider first the Preprocessing 
phase: A planar representation for G can be constructed in O(n) time using the 
algorithm described in [S]. The triangulatior, of G and the subsequent topological 
sorting can be performed in O(n) time since a triangular St-graph as 3n -6 edges. 
Finally, the use of a bucket-sort echnique to sort by rank the neighbors of each 
vertex allows us to construct the neighbor trees in O(n) time. Therefore, the 
Preprocessing phase can be completed in O(n) time. 
Now, we turn our attention to the Drawing phase. The correctness follows from 
Lemmas 2.1,2.2, and 2.4. The following analysis makes critical use of the fact that 
vertex v has bounded degree. Clearly, step SELECT takes constant ime. Step SCAN 
has to consider at most five edges, so that it takes constant ime too. Step TEST 
consists of performing at most three searches in the neighbor tree T(u), with total 
time O(log n). 
In Case 1, step DECOMPOSE can be perfo&med in constant ime since G, and G2 
are separated by a cycle of three vertices. For step SPLIT, the complexity is 
O(min( n, , nt)!r where n, and n2 are the number of vertices of G, and G2 respectively. 
Notice that substep MOVE can be implemented in constant ime by appending L to 
Li. Finally, ERGE takes constant ime. 
In Case 2, step CONTRACT performs constant ime work to modify the adjacency 
list and update L, and at most ten deletions and six insertions in t’iz neighbor trees 
of v and the vertices of cycle x. This takes O(log n) time. Step REINTRODUCE 
performs the inverse operations of step CONTRACT, and thus takes O(log n) time 
too. Finally, step PLACE requires the computation of the position o inside a polygon 
with at most five vertices, and can be performed in constant ime. 
From the above considerations, the time co of the Drawing phase is 
expressed by the following recursive formula, wh enotes the number 
of internal vertices of G: 
)+ 
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whose solution is 7’(N) = O( N log IV). This completes the proof of the 0( n log n) 
time bound. 
For the space occupation, we observe that the data structures require O( II) space, 
and that the number of recursive calls is at most n, so that also the depth of the 
recursion stack is O(n). D 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a planar st-graph with n verticeq m edges, and tjiacts. 
is an algorithm that constructs in O(n) time a dkcted &ibility mpmentatbn P for 
G such that all segment endpoints ar?e grid pints, HEIOHT(S)G n - 1, and 
wlDTH(r)fr-lfhi-5. 
mf_ The algorithm, shown in Fig. 12, is a straightforward modification of the one 
for constructing visibility representations of undirected planar graphs given in [25]. 
The correctness follows from Lemmas 2.1-2.3. Using the critical path method 1123, 
step (3) can be performed in O(n) time. Clearly, also the other steps take linear 
titieS’herefore, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 
The height and width of the directed visibility representation constructed are 
given by a(t) and #3(t*). Now, from the definition of these functions, we have that 
a(t)1, j?B(t*)Sr-1<2n-5. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
An example of the construction performed by Algorithm VISIBILITY_DRAW is 
shown in Fig. 13. A directed visibility representation constructed by the above 
algorithm can be modified to obtain a monotonic grid drawing, using the algorithm 
shown in Fig. 14. A possible choice for the function P(U) is: 
A@WWII VISIBIW-Y_DRAW 
in 
Find a planar representation 6 of G such that the arc (s, t) is on the external face, and the rest of 
C lies on tkc right side of (3, t). 
Construct the dual graph G* of &. The source and sink of G* are denoted with s* and R* respectively. 
Compute, for every vertex u of G, the length a(v), of a longest path in G from s to v. Similarly, 
compute, for every vertex f of G*, the length /3(f) of a longest path in G* from s* to f: 
Let R~GHT(U, u) be the face on the right of edge (u, v). 
draw a vertical segment with abscissa X( u, u) = p( RIGHT( U, u)) between ordinates a(u) and a( v); 
for ead~ vertex o do 
draw a horizontal segment with ordinate Y(u) = a(u) between the leftmost and rightmost abscissas 
of the vertical segments associated with the edges incident upon u. 
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Fig. 13. Example of construction of a directed visibility representation performed by algorithm VW- 
BILJTY_DRAW. 
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truct a directed visibility representation of G using ~gotitbm VISIBILI’TIT,DRAW; 
we denote with Y(u) the ordinate of vertex-segment O(O), and with X(ra, v) tk a 
nt V(U) with a point P(Y) on u(v); 
U) with the segment B( t() -, P(v); 
v) with the polygonal line: 
W)-,(WY u), YW+O-,W(Y u), YW-O+WO; 
Fig. 14. Algorithm for constructing a monotonic grid drawing. 
Fig. 15. Examp!e of monotonic grid drawing produced by algorithm GRID_DRAW from the directed 
visibility representation of Fig. 13 using the median positioning. 
Al’oriths for plane representations f acyclic digrapits 
where xL and XR are the abscissas of the left and 
respectively. An example of monotonic btained with thi 
the directed visibility presentation of 
Let G be a planar St-graph with n 2 3 w&es, m edges, snd r 
GRID_DRAw tolls 
monotonic grid dra 
2n -5, and BENDS(~) ry ecfge has at most 
f. The correctness of the algorith can be proved with simple 
considerations. The bounds on the height and width follow from the correspondin 
properties of the directed visibility representation produced by Algorithm 
VISIBI[LITY_DRAW. Each edge-segment Q( u, U) cf thz directed visibility representa- 
tion is replaced by either a segment or a polygonal line with at most two bends. 
The first case occurs when the edge is short, i.e., Y( 0) - Y(u) = 1. From steps (3)-(S) 
of Algorithm VISIBILITY_DRAW, Y(o) is equal to the length of a longest path from 
s to t;. Hence, for each vertex v distinct from s, there is a short edge (u, o) ingoing 
into v. This implies that there are at least n - 1 short edges. Therefore, the total 
ends is at most: 
The above bound on the number of bends can be improved using a different 
choice for the function P(v), as shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a planar St-graph with n a4 vertices, m edges, and r regions. 
Also, let ml 2 3 be the number of long edges in the directed visibility representation f 
G. If P(v) is chosen as the intersection of vertex-segment a(v) with the edge-segment 
of a long edge incident upon v, whenever one exists, then Algorithm GRIDJXAW 
produces a monotonic grid drawing F with 
Proof. The above choice eliminates at least one bend for each vertex v that is 
incident upon a long edge. Since the long edges form a planar graph, the number 
ices is at least nl c >$( m, +6). Hence, the total number of bends is 
BENDS(~) s 2mI - nl s $rn, - 22. The proof is completed recalling that ml s r - 1. 123 
We show in Fig. 16 the monotonic grid drawing produced by Algorithm 
GRIILDRAW from the directed visibility representation of
positioning of Theorem 3.6. 
direct consequence of
’ algorithm 1351 for const~ctin 
as shown in the following corollary. 
Fig. 16. Example of monotonic grid drawing produced by Algorithm GRID-DRAW from the directed 
visibility representation of Fig. 13 using the improved positioning of Theorem 3.6. 
roll 3.7. Let G be a planar undirected gmph with n 2 3 vertices. l%ere is an 
algorithm that constructs in O(n) time a grid drawing for G with height, width and 
number of bends bounded by n - 1,2n -5, and i(Nbn - 31) timely. Also, every 
edge has at most two bends. 
First, add edges to G to make it biconnected. Then orient its edges so that 
the resulting graph is an St-graph. This can be done in O(n) time computing an 
St-numbering for G [ll]. Finally, use Algorithm GRID-DRAW modified in such a 
way that it does not draw the edges initially added to G. 0 
ty and acyclicity are not a sufficient condition for the exi ience of a 
monotonic drawing: two examples nar acyclic digraphs that do not admit a 
monotonic drawing are shown in Fi this section we present a characterization 
of the class of digraphs that admit a onotonic drawing. Namely, we sho 
nsists exactly of the su of planar St-graphs, and that eve 
in this class also admits a monotonic grid drawing, an upward drawi 
Fig. 17. Examples of planar acyclic di raphs that do not admit a monotonic drawin 
Lemma 4.1. If G admits a monotonic drawing, then C is a subgraph of a planar 
St-graph. 
Proof. Let D be a monotonic drawing for G. Clearly, G is planar and acyciic. We 
show that we can extend D to a monotonic drawing of a planar St-graph. We denote 
the vertices of D with ol, . . . , on, sorted from bottom to top, and with YI,. . . , Y, 
their ordinates,. Let Vi be a sink vertex of D with ordinate distinct from YI and Y,, 
and consider a horizontal strip of the plane delimited by the horizontal lines at 
ordinates Yi and Yi + e, with r: > 0 small enough so that the strip contains no vertices 
in its interior. This strip is subdivided by the edges of D into connected regions 
bounded by vertically monotonic urves. Now, let (ok, v~) be an edge on the boundary 
of the region that contains 4. We add to G the edge (Vi, Q), and we draw it onto 
D as a monotonic cuwe close to the edge (ok, v,) (see Fig. 18). By repeating this 
procedure, we can eliminate ail1 the sinks, except he ones at ordinate Y,. Similarly, 
we can eliminate all the sou es, except he ones at ordinate Y, . To complete the 
construction, we add two new vertices, s and t, at ordinates YI - 1 and Y, + 1 
Fig. 18. Drawing the edge (Ui, vl) in the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
ively, and we connect s to all the remaini sources and t to all the re 
.2. If G admits a 
a planar st-graph 
visibility repesentation, then G is a s 
Let r be a czlirect visibihty representation for G 
nts, (r and 7, such that r is ned in the interior 
and top sides are a and r res ively. Now, consid 
representation I” defined as follows: 
(1) the vertex-segments of r” are the vertex-s ents of r, plus the s 
and 7; 
(2) there is an edge-segment fern vertex-segment u to vertex-s 
onlly if (Y and /3 can be joined by a vertical se ent that has its 
ac, has its higher endpoint on /3, and does n rsect any other vertex-segment. 
r’ can be considered as the vertical visibility graph of its horizontal segments, 
and represents a digraph G’ that clearly contains G as a subgraph. To complete 
the proof, we show that G” is a planar St-graph. Clearly, since edges are oriented 
from bottom to top1 6” is acyclic Now, observe that any vertical line drawn onto 
Tp corresponds to a directed path in G’ from vertex s represented by segment o, 
e vertex t represented by segment T. Thus, every vertex of G’ lies on a directed 
path from s to t. This implies that the only source of G’ is s, and the only sink is 
t. Finally, the planarity of G’ can be easily derived from the planar structure of r’. 0 
y combining the results of the previous section 
obtain the aforementioned characterization. 
with the above two lemmas, we 
4.3. Let G be a digmph. e following statements are equivalent: 
G is a subgraph of a planar stWgmph; 
its a monotonic drawing; 
its a monotonic grid drawing; 
(4) G admits an q-ward drawing; 
its a directed visibility representation. 
This section deals with covering digraphs of planar lattices. Let G be such a 
‘ve an algorithm that constructs in O(n) time an upward drawing 
w a new version of Algorithm GRID-DRAW that constructs a 
monotonic grid drawing of G with at most n -3 bends. These results improve upon 
the corresponding ones for general St-graphs given in Section 3. 
e algorithm for constructing an upward drawing is shown in Fig. 19. The 
g is generated by adding one face at a time, according to the partial order 
195 
Add to G the arc (s, t), and fizd a planar representation 6 of G such th t the arc (q t) is on the 
external facq and the rest of 6 lie: the right side of (J; t). 
Construct he dual graph G* of G, noting by s* and t* the faces to the right and Ien of (s, t) 
respectively. 
Compute, for ebery vertex o of G, the ic 
compute for evev vertex f of G*, the ten 
Sort the vertices of G* by increasin 
each vertex v, Y(v) = 
vertex v of rporh (SE) 
X(v) = 0; 
of a longest path in G from s to v. Simit 
(f) of a longest path in CP fmm .T+ to$ 
@, and denote them with t* =fr ,j& . . . ,f* = t+. 
(draw the right path of face&} 
compute the maximum abscissa X, of the vertices of I’tA(fi); 
let rprh(f;)=(v,,q,...,v,_,,u,); {notice that Y(vJ~*-Q Y(v,)} 
compute the abscissa x& of the intersection between the line y = Y&) and the ri 
line of Ipath through vertex v,; 
compute the abscissa x, of the intersection between the line y = Y(u,._~) and the supportin 
of Ipath through vertex vq; 
fore& vertex v of rpath(f;) do 
x( 0) = max(& X&r XC) + 1 
end; {for} 
Fig. 19. Algorithm for upward drawings of planar lattices. 
e dual graph. For the terminology used in the algorithm, recall from 
Lemma 2.2 that each face f of an St-graph consists of two directed paths. 
denote the left path and right path with bath(f) and rpath(f) respective1 
Iet L be a polygonal line monotonically increasing in the verti 1 direction, and p 
an extreme point of L. We define the right supporting line of L through p as the 
straight line I such that 
(1) I contains p; 
(2) the open half-plane to the right of I does not contain any point of L; and 
(3) I contains a point of L distinct from pa 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be the covering digraph o,“b planar lattice with n vertices, Algorithm 
LAITICE_UPWARD_DRAW constructs inO(n) time and space an upward rawing of G 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is based on the following facts: 
(1) The right path of every face has length at least 2; this follows from the absence 
of transitive edges in G. 
(2) Before the jth iteration of the I loop of step (6), the left path lpatk(&) of 
face 4 has already been drawn. In fact, each arc of lpath(J j 
h rpath(&) of some other face ecause of the con 
the sorting of the faces in step e have that i <j. 
have at most one bend, and the other 
least n - 1 short cd 
We have investigated s 
es flow in the same 
summarized as follows: 
ntations of acyclic 
ults presented in 
t a monotonic d 
for constructin 
s have the additional feature that 
have prwided scv 
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